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bing adds klingon to language translator mashable com - it s time to brush up on your klingon star trek fans search
engine bing has just added the official language of the series to its language translator now you can translate words from
english, bing klingon language translator trektoday - the bing translator can be used on bing com and on any windows 8
phone to translate words and phrases from english to klingon or from klingon to english with the touch of a button, new bing
translator option lets you translate klingon - fans can count on bing s klingon translator to translate text into 41
languages and if you happen to be a klingon or converse a bit in klingon words or phrases in the gutteral language may be
translated into three dozen plus languages, bing can now translate klingon for you the daily dot - people will be able to
translate klingon phrases into one of bing s 41 offered languages and vice versa the translation was developed with the help
of one of the few people who speak klingon, bing klingon language wiki - bing translator the name bing refers to microsoft
s online translator software right on time before the release of star trek into darkness in may 2013 microsoft announced a
klingon version of their translator device the klingon information was added in cooperation with cbs paramount and the kli,
put down the bat leth and try this klingon english translator - put down the bat leth and try this klingon english translator
two klingon women address lieutenant worf in this cbs photo archive cbs via getty bing already does plenty of translation it,
klingon translator funtranslations com - klingon translator convert from english to klingon the klingons are a fictional
extraterrestrial humanoid warrior species in the science fiction franchise star trek for the star trek the motion picture 1979
the klingons got a complete step up on the make up effects and complete klingon language the klingon language is the
constructed, english klingon translation translator eu - translator eu can translate up to 1000 characters of text medium
long text at a time if you want to translate a longer text you will need to divide the translation into several parts to achieve
the highest possible quality of translation make sure that the text is grammatically correct, microsoft adds klingon to bing
translator - the much anticipated star trek movie sequel j j abram s star trek into darkness has just been released to
coincide with the launch of the latest instalment of the popular american science fiction entertainment franchise microsoft
has added the fictional language of klingon to their bing translator machine translation tool, bing translator archives
microsoft translator blog - continue reading announcing klingon for bing translator posted in developers product news
tagged announcements bing translator languages microsoft translator celebrating international mother language day with
the launch of new languages features posted on february 21 2013 by microsoft translator, community partners microsoft
translator for business - the linguistic expertise of members of the klingon language institute professor marc okrand the
inventor of the klingon language and dr lawrence schoen were instrumental towards the addition of klingon using the
translator hub members of the community are able to review critique and correct the translation errors and retrain the engine
, maj bing adds klingon language translation cnet - culture maj bing adds klingon language translation go galactic with
the newest addition to bing translator an automated klingon translation service that has you covered whether you re, piqad
font for bing s klingon translator i m not a - i m not a klingon i m not a klingon shawn steele s thoughts about windows
and net framework globalization apis piqad font for bing s klingon translator, english to klingon alphabet best of alphabet
ceiimage org - klingon alphabet klingon alphabet translation image hey trekkies bing now lets you translate to klingon
majqa forty two in klingon klingon alphabet unciation and language english to klingon alphabet photos collections put down
the bat leth and try this klingon english translator nbc news, translate english to klingon tradukka - english change
language tradukka translate english to klingon af afrikaans afrikaans ar arabic bs bosnian bosanski bg bulgarian yu
cantonese ca catalan catal zh chinese simplified zh chinese traditional hr croatian hrvatski cs czech esky da danish dansk nl
dutch nederlands en english english et estonian eesti fj, klingon translator and dictionary klv google sites - klingon
translator and dictionary for fast relexifications though not grammatical translations universal translator assistant galactic
dictionary the klingon language version mrklingon org and the universal translator assistant project are in no way affiliated
with paramount pictures inc star trek c in all its various forms is, english to klingon translator startrek reddit - bingan hol
oh quick test to see if a klingon translator is just a reskin of bing translate type in thanks if the translator returns ghildesten it
s bingon ghildesten is the name of guildenstern in the restored klingon language version of hamlet the sentence thanks
rosencrantz and gentle guildenstern, klingon translator startrek reddit - you should definitely seek out a fluent speaker we
re working on improving bing translator s klingon english corpus but it s an uphill climb right now unless a sentence closely
matches an example sentence you re gonna have a bad time fortunately klingon speakers while rare are quite easy to find,
what are the best klingon translators quora - machine translation of klingon is not yet at the point where it can be

considered good so it won t qualify for a list of best translators the question should really be who are the best klingon
translators and then it needs to be further specified as to whether you want to know about translating into or from klingon
and what the other language is, does google translator recognize klingon as a language - bing translator supports
klingon but google translate does not however i have heard that bing s quality regarding klingon is not good at least earlier it
translated only single words and did not understand grammars unfortunately i am not fluent in klingon so i don t know more
about this, bing translator adds star trek s klingon language - bing has you covered microsoft s search engine now
offers instant english to klingon translation services or vice versa if klingon happens to be your first language bing translator
adds, languages microsoft translator for business - microsoft translator supports more than 60 languages for text
translation through the microsoft translator api all of these languages are available in most products powered by microsoft
translator including translator for bing and translator apps if you are looking for language lists in the microsoft translator apps
and other end user products click here, klingons to invade bing translator bijeghbe chugh vaj bihegh - though some
may look down on star trek s fictional klingon language and invoke the infamous phrase uttered by william shatner get a life
microsoft s bing translation team doesn t see it, site bing com bing translator bing - the following was reposted from the
bing translator official team blog say hello world in multiple languages with the new speech to speech feature for the bing
translator app for windows the recent release update for the translator app for windows now delivers the same speech to
speech functionality offered in the bing translator, klingon i m not a klingon blogs msdn microsoft com - the bing
translator folks have announced support for klingon as a translator option this was also proclaimed by the klingon high
council i ve blogged about making a windows klingon custom locale and klingon font fallback for the windows 8 lock screen
and now you can translate all those klingon web pages too, how to translate klingon into english quora - the best way is
to know english well already then learn klingon i estimate that it would take only a few weeks to become sufficiently fluent to
be able to translate well written klingon quickly into idiomatic english with regular trips to the dictionary to look up unfamiliar
vocabulary the wrong way is to use a machine translation tool, bing uncloaks klingon translator the register - the
translator service will also be available from bing s windows phone app the introduction of the translator coincides with the
us release of some new movie with klingons in it, translator text api auto translate microsoft azure - the translator text
api is a cloud based machine translation service that extends the reach of apps with over 60 supported languages learn
more about this api, lingojam make a translator online - lingojam lets you create an online translator it s really simple just
throw us a couple of lists of words and we ll mix it around and make a translator that you can share with the world, q plah
bing now translates klingon yahoo news phillipines - here s one reason for fans of star trek to use microsoft s bing
search engine bing now has klingon in its language translator tool this allows people to translate words or even entire
websites from english into klingon and the other way around tech site mashable reported this is an idea, faq microsoft
translator for business - microsoft translator part of the collection of cognitive services and an azure service is a cloud
based text translation api the microsoft translator text api supports text translation and text to speech automatically
translates between any of the more than 60 supported languages, star trek language now available on bing translator but klingon yep that s right bing translator now offers the option of translating phrases words and sentences into the star trek
language of klingon the bing klingon translator went live on may 14 recently microsoft partnered with paramount pictures to
make the star trek language available on the online translator, bing translator adds klingon now supports 42 languages
- now users can translate between klingon and the other 41 languages bing translator supports in a collaboration deal with
paramount pictures microsoft launched the language on bing translator, klingon language of star trek coming to bing
translator - starting on tuesday bing microsoft corp s internet search engine will include klingon in its web based translation
service the move is part of a broad marketing partnership between the, bing adds star trek s klingon to translation
engine - 2010 the klingon opera u on the epic legend of kahless the unforgettable a messianic figure in the fictional klingon
history enjoys a sold out debut in the hague and bills itself as the first authentic klingon opera on earth 2013 microsoft s bing
adds klingon to its online machine translation engine, bing translate adds star trek klingon digitalspy com - klingon has
been added to bing translate the native language of the warrior race seen in the star trek universe has been included in the
service to coincide with the release of star trek into, bing klingon translator vanity free republic - skip to comments bing
klingon translator vanity bing translator bing posted on 05 06 2014 2 51 47 pm pdt by pastorbooks nuqneh hello today is a
good day to post please forgive the vanity but i just found this and must report it to my fellow star trek fans here, does
google translate have a klingon translator quora - no google translator does not have klingon translator but you can use
bing translation tool it does translate klingon language to other language but as i have always strongly recommended to go

for professional translators to translate any content or document as translation tools are not at all reliable for translating
lengthy contents, microsoft translator apps on google play - microsoft translator is powered by cutting edge technology
used by office bing skype internet explorer as well as by partners such as twitter yelp ebay wechat and more some features
are not available in all languages, mrklingon org google sites - the universal translator assistant project is an open source
translation tool for a variety of science fiction languages the goal is fast and fun tools to give you access to the languages of
the universe klingon translator science fiction languages vulcan romulan na vi mando a bible, microsoft translator apps on
google play - microsoft translator is powered by cutting edge technology used by office bing skype internet explorer as well
as by partners such as twitter yelp ebay wechat and more some features are not available in all languages
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